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Not working relative import in python I am working on
following setup: 1.1 - Python 2.7 3.1 - Django The name of
the project is described as project_name. I am starting
from project_name/urls.py which looks like this:
urlpatterns = patterns('', url('^$', view1, name='view1'),
url('^user/', view2, name='view2'), ) The project is located
in ~user/. So, I was trying to "go one directory up" by
writing project_name/ which corresponds to
~user/project_name. But from inside project_name/ I
cannot import anything (e.g. from math import * returns
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named'math'). So, what
is the proper way to go one directory up, e.g.
~/user/project_name/ is equivalent to? A: From the docs
Note that unlike regular Python import syntax, when using
relative imports, you’ll need to use the. as an explicit
separator. That is, if you’re trying to import a name
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prefixed with a dot, such as.p2p, it should be imported by
writing from.p2p import p2p instead. A: try this: from.
import * to make the right relative import. Viburnum tinus
Viburnum tinus is a species of flowering plant in the family
Adoxaceae known by the common name rocky shooting
star. It is native to the coastal plain and mountain slopes of
the southwestern United States, from California to Texas
and northern Mexico, where it grows in rocky habitat. It is
an erect shrub growing tall. Its branches are spiny and
hairy. The thick, cylindrical leaves are long and have hairy
leaves and twigs. The flowers, which occur at all seasons,
are typically 1.5 to 3.5 centimeters long, bright red, and
produced in rac
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